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Title Loans Pomona - $30,000 Loans Available!

Thousands of dollars in a car title loan just by using the title to your vehicle as collateral! Title Loans
Pomona let's you keep your car and you'll be approved no matter what your credit score is!

June 14, 2010 - PRLog -- Do you need access to some form of quick cash?  Title Loans Pomona has a loan
program that allows you to use the equity from your car, SUV, pick-up truck, or van to receive up to
$30,000 in a low interest loan!  No credit is required!  All you need is a clean title on your vehicle.

The few short steps to apply and receive your title loan are simple.  The first step is to log into Title Loans
Pomona and fill out the free secure and confidential loan application.  During the application process you
will be asked personal information surrounding the owner of the automobile, and the vehicle itself.  In the
section where it asks to describe your vehicle, you want to be very descriptive writing down everything that
increases its value because doing so will get you more money on your loan.  The next step is to sit and wait
patiently for a few minutes until you receive a phone call from Title Loans Pomona.  The caller on the other
end will give you all the information you need to pick up your cash.  The last step is to go to the nearest
Title Loans Pomona location and pick up your money.  Receiving up to $30,000 in cash couldn't get much
easier than that!

Free Title Loans Pomona application at http://www.pomonaautotitleloans.com when you're ready to
apply.

Title Loans Pomona has been providing the citizens of Pomona and all of California with confidential
secure loans since 1999 and have become the largest title loan company.  To put it simply: they are the
best!  They do not hide any fees in their fine print, nor do they have interest only loan payments.  They
want to provide a loan to their borrowers to help them financially and restore their credit scores.  They are a
flexible loan provider who needs to be taken into consideration when looking for a loan.  To their
borrowers they offer an amortized loan which enables their borrowers to pay off both the principal and
interest instead of just interest only with a large balloon payment at the end.  Title Loans Pomona also will
never penalize their borrowers for paying off the loan early, unlike many other loan companies. 

More information available at http://www.pomonaautotitleloans.com for car title loans.

If you need quick access to money try Title Loans Pomona.  Keep them in mind when you have a need for
emergency cash, or want access to capital without dealing with the many hassles of getting a loan from a
bank!

Many other area cities that Title Loans Santa Rosa serves include: Claremont, Montclair, Ontario, Diamond
Bar, La Verne, San Dimas, Glendora, Covina, Azusa, West Covina, Walnut, Chino Hills, Yorba Linda,
Uplands, Mira Loma, Glen Avon, and Fontana.

# # #

Car title loans offered in several states. Title loans on clean car titles. Consumer bad credit loans available.
Pink slip loans, auto pawns, and title loans available in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Illinois.
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